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Call Filtering and Sorting

The top row filters your view. 
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The Filter/Sort section allows 
you to filter your view of calls 
and to sort your filtered view 
in a number of ways.

This is a view of All Calls 
sorted from Oldest to 
Newest.

The bottom row sorts your 
filtered view. 



Call Filtering and Sorting
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This is a view of All Calls 
sorted from Newest to 
Oldest.



Patron Explorer
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Patron Explorer is a new tool 
that allows you to search for 
patrons and view gaming 
related information about 
them.

To get started, select Patron 
Explorer from the Calls 
page.

The number shown identifies 
the amount of active carded 
play on your slot floor.



Patron Explorer
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Scroll down the list of 
patrons or enter a patron’s 
name in the search field.

Each Level identifies the 
configurable spend level 
each player fits into.

Select a patron’s name to 
view gaming related 
information about them.

Kai Tip: 
Contact your Kai Support 
Agent for assistance with 
configuring spend levels 
and color coding. 



Patron Explorer
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The patron’s name.

The player’s club number 
and tier level.The configurable spend 

level the patron fits into.
Add notes specific to this 
patron which other Kai users 
can view throughout time.View the patron’s call history 

for the gaming day.
A time stamp of the patron’s 
last known location.The location the patron was 

last carded in at.



Game Locator
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Game Locator allows you to 
search for a game title to 
find its location or search for 
a player’s name to find their 
last carded location.

Get started locating games 
and players by selecting 
Game Locator from the Calls 
page.

Scenario:  
A player stops you and asks 
where their favorite game, 
Kitty Glitter, moved to on the 
slot floor.  You are not sure 
where the game has moved 
to but want to help this 
player. 

What should you do? 

You should use the Game 
Locator feature to help this 
player.
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Utilize the tabs to switch 
between searching for game 
titles and patron names.

Begin typing a game title 
into the search bar. 

Results will appear as soon 
as you type the first letter.  
The results will refine as you 
type more of the game title. 

Select Search to view your 
results.

Game Locator
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With the results in front of 
you, you can walk the player 
to one of the requested 
game title locations.

The results shown will 
contain the game title, the 
location on the slot floor and 
the game manufacturer.

Game Locator
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Select the Patron Name tab 
to begin searching for a 
patron on the slot floor.

Game Locator
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Begin typing a patron’s 
name into the search bar. 

Results will appear as soon 
as you type the first letter.  
The results will refine as you 
type more of the patron’s 
name. 

Select Search to view your 
results.

Game Locator
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The search results show 
patrons’ names, their tier 
level, the game and location 
of the game they last 
played. 

Search results are based on 
the patron’s last carded 
session. 

Since only a partial name 
was entered:  ‘John’, all 
names containing ‘John’ 
appear in the search results.

Game Locator


